
 Can You “Hear” a Color?     Green Activity 5

 Description  
 Students listen to music and draw, using colors they “hear” in the music.  Students compare
 their color drawings to the black lines/shapes drawings from the previous activity (Green 
 Activity 4), as well as to other students’ drawings.

 AZ Music Standards
 S2, C1, PO4     Exploring & analyzing the relationship of music to language arts, visual arts,
        & literature.
 S2, C3, PO1     Drawing a picture that is inspired by listening to a specifi c piece of music.
 S3, C1, PO4     Describing changes in mood while listening to music.
 S3, C2, PO1     Expressing personal reactions to a music performance through drawings.   

 Materials Needed
 - CD player with TSO CD; use the same track as in Green Activity 4
 - Blank sheet of paper and colored markers/crayons for each student
 - Student’s drawings from the previous activity (Green Activity 4)
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 Teaching the Activity

       •  Distribute a blank sheet of paper and colored markers/crayons to each student.  Have the 
         students fold the paper into fourths (tell students, “Fold the paper in half, and then half 
         again.”).
      •  Play the music selection and have students draw using the colors that appear in their 
         imaginations while listening to the music.
      •  Students can choose one or more colors depending on what they “hear” in the music.
      •  After the music ends and students fi nish their drawings, let students discuss and compare 
         their color drawings with each other.  Ask students, “What in the music inspired you to 
         choose those colors?”
      •  Have students compare these color drawings with the black line/shape drawings from the 
         previous activity (Green Activity 4).



 Building an Orchestra              Green Activity 12

 Description  
 Using body percussion and other sound sources, students create a structured improvisation 
 piece while following teacher and student conductors.

 AZ Music Standards
 S1, C1,2, PO4 Responding properly to basic conducting cues. (e.g., start/stop). 
 S1, C3, PO1 Improvising an answer to a teacher-performed statement.
 S1, C3, PO1 Improvising a simple rhythmic accompaniments and melodic phrases.
 S1, C3, PO1 Singing &/or playing short improvised melodies for a specifi ed time frame.
 S1, C4, PO1 Creating a short song within specifi ed guidelines choosing from a variety
   of sound sources (e.g., body percussion, pitched/non-pitched instruments,
   computer generated sound sources, etc).
 

 Materials Needed
 - Optional:  Classroom instruments
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 Teaching the Activity
      •  Start by discussing the question:  “What is the difference between noise and music?”
  o  “Noise has no organization, while music is organized sound (see Green Activity 10).”
      •  As a class, come up with fi ve sounds using body percussion, classroom instruments, and/or
         mouth sounds that everyone can do.  Write these fi ve sounds on the board.
      •  Tell the class, “Using our sounds, let’s make noise.  Stop when I give you this hand signal.”
  o  Practice making noise by letting the class make the fi ve sounds completely at random.
      •  Build an orchestra by assigning a group to each of the fi ve sounds; have “sections” stand
         together.
      •  Practice making music by conducting (letting the students know when to do a certain sound
         and when to stop through hand signals).
      •  Next, use student conductors to create music (not noise):
       o  Ask the conductor to cue the start and stop of the sound for each “section,” one at a
       time.  Then, let the conductor “play” with creating music by using patterns, repetition,
       and combinations of sounds to make a piece of music.
      •  Switch student conductors and repeat the previous two steps.
      •  Discuss what students noticed and learned.


